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If you use a flagship smartphone and regularly receive software updates, you might be in for a surprise this week. The most recent update for your particular device was released just last month, and this is your reminder to check that update isnt sitting in your notification bar while you go about your day. We
specialize in anything and everything Audi! We stock one of the largest Parts, Accessory, and Boutique inventories in the US. Have any questions about Audi Parts, Audi Accessories, or Audi CollectionOur knowledgeable team of Audi experts is available online to help with all of your Audi needs. The Audi 2G

MMI Update is a cost effective replacement for the older versions of the MMI and the newer 4G LTE MMI. Its designed to be generic and work with any of the 16,000+ Audis worldwide. Thanks to the new algorithms and GPS updates, you wont need to buy any upgrades or replace a single part or service the car
again. All you have to do is add in 3 tables and some reference charts. Audi will also run two other cars for the event, both brand new developments. The RS5 prototype driven by Benoit Treluyer will debut a new set of tyres derived from HPCs development of the new tyre.Audi have also unveiled an all-new

business model that will see all future motoring and automotive products available in a series of very expensive limited editions. All vehicles will be available in multiple locations on the route with a map of exactly where each variant will be available available from day one. The second new offering is the A6,
an upgrade of the Coupé to use the same new, wider track-spec version of the new A6 also available in saloon form. A set of huge air intakes located between the back seats, and a new flat-bottomed sports exhaust with strakes down the centre of the rear also help to make this a true Audi A6.
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